In addition to communicating throughout the year via the Caucus listserv, the group met at the AALL Annual Meeting in Philadelphia on July 19th. About 20 librarians were present from agencies including DOJ, US Courts, LOC, Supreme Court, Treasury, VA, and PBGC. The group discussed the following topics: Government Law Librarians SIS (formerly SCC); E-books platforms, costs, challenges; Statistics, including issues with Lexis Advance metrics; Moves and downsizing; Strategic plans, which the US Courts libraries are currently finalizing; Social networking presence for federal law libraries; and Patron Services.

Caucus members presented on the following topics at the 2015 Annual Meeting: “Improving, Maintaining, and Communicating Your Value with Metrics Analysis and Visualization,” “Confronting the Future of Information Policy” and “Library Privacy laws and Drafting a Privacy Policy.”
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